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ANGULAR ANIMATION OF A PHYSICAL 
MODEL 

BACKGROUND 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document con 
tains material which is subject to copyright protection. The 
copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduc 
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce patent 
?le or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights 
whatsoever. 

Strategy-based video games, such as those in the Age of 
EmpiresTM series produced by Ensemble Studios/Microsoft 
Corporation, have become increasingly popular in the video 
game business. Such strategic games typically involve play 
ers controlling a group of units that appear on a world (or 
localized) map, and the games typically involve one player’s 
units battling a group of units belonging to another player (a 
human opponent, computer-controlled opponent, or any 
combination of the two). In addition to decisions in combat, 
such games may involve tactical decisions regarding the cre 
ation and/or improvement of units, as well as resource gath 
ering to acquire components needed to create/improve units. 
Much of the strategy behind winning such games involves 

exploring a map to discover the locations of map features 
(e. g., terrain, resources, etc.), and exploiting that knowledge. 
Identifying, locating, and protecting map resources becomes 
every bit as important as effectively controlling units in com 
bat. Accordingly, advance knowledge of a map’s details, such 
as the locations of key resources, can give an advantage to the 
player with the knowledge. If only one player has prior 
knowledge of the map, such an unfair advantage takes away 
from the enjoyment of the game, and for this reason, it is 
desirable to include a random map feature with such games. 
A random map feature may keep the player guessing as to 

where things are in the world, and may keep the game fresh 
for the player. However, effectively and quickly generating 
realistic random maps that will be fair and fun to play is a 
dif?cult endeavor. 

Another feature of strategy games involves animation. Ani 
mating the movement of onscreen images, such as characters, 
helps provide a more engaging game experience. However, 
realistically animating characters requires computing 
resources during the game’s execution, and if a large number 
of characters are to be animated onscreen, the required com 
puting resources may become a bottleneck for the program, 
and the user may experience lagging and/or stalling. 

SUMMARY 

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of con 
cepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described below in 
the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to 
identify key features or essential features of the claimed sub 
ject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit the scope of 
the claimed subject matter. 
A map may be randomly generated by assigning weight 

values to a number of different elements that may appear on 
the map, and using a random value function and said weights 
to determine which elements actually appear at which loca 
tions on the map. For example, the map may be made up of 
tiles, the various elements may each be given a weight value, 
and the random value function may generate a value for each 
tile. Comparing that value to the weights may result in the 
selection of one of the elements for appearance in the current 
tile. 
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2 
The various elements can be terrain textures, object mod 

els, or any other type of desired element, or combinations of 
them. Weighted values may be used for terrain textures as 
well as object models. In some situations, it may be possible 
to have tiles that do not have any objects, and the weight 
values may be assigned to cause this result. When object 
models are placed, they also may be randomly rotated to 
further create unique maps. 
The maps may be generated using a ?le containing param 

eters for the random value function, and containing different 
textures and/ or models for use in the particular type of map 
being generated. The ?le may also include the random func 
tion itself, which may be a Perlin noise function. 
Some objects may also be rivers, which can be added as 

splines, or cliffs, which may be added using prede?ned and 
interchangeable meshes. If meshes are used, vertices in the 
meshes may be adjusted to have their elevations correspond to 
elevations of the area in which the cliff is added. Indeed, 
random map elevations may be added across the map. 

The various map generation parameters may be scaled 
based on the number of players, to help make a fair map. 

Objects may be distributed across the map based on indi 
vidual object constraints. Proposed locations for the objects 
may be compared with the constraints, and upon failure, 
additional locations may be proposed based on the ?rst pro 
posed locations. For certain objects, such as higher priority 
objects, the constraints may be relaxed if initial efforts are 
unsuccessful in ?nding acceptable locations. 

Additionally, a physical modeling technique may use a 
three-piece physical model to simulate physical interaction. 
Animation frames may be associated with angles formed by 
the model, and display of the frames may be driven by the 
angles in the simulation. 
The three-piece model may have hinge constraints with a 

central body, and may include two spheres (or other shapes) 
connected to the body. A sequence of animation frames may 
be associated with a sequence of angles, and stored as a 
mapping in a memory. During a physical simulation, the 
modeled body may bend, and an angle may be formed by one 
or more of the objects. This angle (which may be a bending or 
twisting angle) may be measured, and compared to the map 
ping to determine which animation frame to display for the 
model’s current angle. 

Multiple animation frames may be associated with a given 
angle, such that while the body remains at that angle, the 
multiple frames may be displayed. The multiple frames may 
be displayed according to a stored time sequence or predeter 
mined rate. 

These and other aspects will be described in greater detail 
below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a computing system envi 
ronment. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example networked con?guration. 
FIGS. 3a-b illustrate example maps and related items on 

the maps. 
FIGS. 4a-b illustrate example grids and tiles that may be 

used to create maps. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example random map generation pro 
cess. 

FIGS. 6a-b illustrate an example river object and move 
ment direction. 

FIGS. 7a-b illustrate example cliff wire mesh objects. 
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FIG. 8a illustrates an example displacement map that may 
be used to modify cliffs, While FIGS. 8b-c illustrate examples 
of application of the displacement map to a sample cliff. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a humanoid form, and FIG. 10 illustrates 
a model having three components. 

FIG. 11 illustrates a side vieW of the model in FIG. 13, With 
a bend. 

FIG. 12 illustrates an example timeline of animation 
frames associated With angles. 

FIG. 13 illustrates example twisting angles. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the folloWing description of the various aspects, refer 
ence is made to the accompanying draWings, Which form a 
part hereof, and in Which is shoWn by Way of illustration 
various features described herein may be practiced. It is to be 
understood that other embodiments may be used and struc 
tural and functional modi?cations may be made. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a suitable computing sys 
tem environment 100 on Which the features herein may be 
implemented. The computing system environment 100 is 
only one example of a suitable computing environment and is 
not intended to suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or 
functionality of the features described herein. Neither should 
the computing environment 100 be interpreted as having any 
dependency or requirement relating to any one or combina 
tion of components illustrated in the exemplary operating 
environment 100. 

The features herein are described in the general context of 
computer-executable instructions, such as program modules, 
being executed by a computer. Generally, program modules 
include routines, programs, objects, components, data struc 
tures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particu 
lar abstract data types. Moreover, those skilled in the art Will 
appreciate that the features may be practiced With other com 
puter system con?gurations, including hand-held devices, 
multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based or program 
mable consumer electronics, minicomputers, mainframe 
computers, and the like. The features may also be practiced in 
distributed computing environments Where tasks are per 
formed by remote processing devices that are linked through 
a communications netWork. In a distributed computing envi 
ronment, program modules may be located in both local and 
remote computer storage media including memory storage 
devices. 

With reference to FIG. 1, the exemplary system 100 for 
implementing features described herein includes a general 
purpose-computing device in the form of a computer 110 
including a processing unit 120, a system memory 130, and a 
system bus 121 that couples various system components 
including the system memory to the processing unit 120. 

Computer 110 may include a variety of computer readable 
media. By Way of example, and not limitation, computer 
readable media may comprise computer storage media and 
communication media. The system memory 130 may include 
computer storage media in the form of volatile and/or non 
volatile memory such as read only memory (ROM) 131 and 
random access memory (RAM) 132. A basic input/ output 
system 133 (BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to 
transfer information betWeen elements Within computer 110, 
such as during start-up, may be stored in ROM 131. RAM 132 
may contain data and/ or program modules that are immedi 
ately accessible to and/or presently being operated on by 
processing unit 120. By Way of example, and not limitation, 
FIG. 1 illustrates operating system 134, application programs 
135, other program modules 136, and program data 137. 
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4 
The computer 110 may also include other removable/non 

removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media. By 
Way of example only, FIG. 1 illustrates a hard disk drive 141 
that reads from or Writes to nonremovable, nonvolatile mag 
netic media, a magnetic disk drive 151 that reads from or 
Writes to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk 152, and an 
optical disk drive 155 that reads from or Writes to a remov 
able, nonvolatile optical disk 156 such as a CD ROM or other 
optical media. Other removable/nonremovable, volatile/non 
volatile computer storage media that can be used in the exem 
plary operating environment include, but are not limited to, 
magnetic tape cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital versatile 
disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid state ROM, 
and the like. The hard disk drive 141 may be connected to the 
system bus 121 through a non-removable memory interface 
such as interface 140, and magnetic disk drive 151 and optical 
disk drive 155 may be connected to the system bus 121 by a 
removable memory interface, such as interface 150. 
The drives and their associated computer storage media 

discussed above and illustrated in FIG. 1 may provide storage 
of computer readable instructions, data structures, program 
modules and other data for the computer 110. In FIG. 1, for 
example, hard disk drive 141 is illustrated as storing operating 
system 144, application programs 145, other program mod 
ules 146, and program data 147. Note that these components 
can either be the same as or different from operating system 
134, application programs 135, other program modules 136, 
and program data 137. Operating system 144, application 
programs 145, other program modules 146, and program data 
147 are given different numbers here to illustrate that, at a 
minimum, they are different copies. A user may enter com 
mands and information into the computer 110 through input 
devices such as a keyboard 162 and pointing device 161, 
commonly referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad. 
Other input devices (not shoWn) may include a microphone, 
joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These 
and other input devices are often connected to the processing 
unit 120 through a user input interface 160 that is coupled to 
the system bus, but may be connected by other interface and 
bus structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a universal 
serial bus (USB). A monitor 191 or other type of display 
device may also be connected to the system bus 121 via an 
interface, such as a video interface 190. 
The computer 110 may operate in a netWorked environ 

ment using logical connections to one or more remote com 
puters, such as a remote computer 180. The remote computer 
180 may be a personal computer, and typically includes many 
or all of the elements described above relative to the computer 
110, although only a memory storage device 181 has been 
illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted in FIG. 
1 include a local area netWork (LAN) 171 and a Wide area 
netWork (WAN) 173, but may also include other netWorks. 
When used in a LAN netWorking environment, the com 

puter 110 may be connected to the LAN 171 through a net 
Work interface or adapter 170. When used in a WAN netWork 
ing environment, the computer 1 1 0 may include a modem 172 
or other means for establishing communications over the 
WAN 173, such as the Internet. The modem 172, Which may 
be internal or external, may be connected to the system bus 
121 via the user input interface 160, or other appropriate 
mechanism. In a netWorked environment, program modules 
depicted relative to the computer 110, or portions thereof, 
may be stored in the remote memory storage device. By Way 
of example, and not limitation, FIG. 1 illustrates remote 
application programs 185 as residing on memory device 181. 
It Will be appreciated that the netWork connections shoWn are 
exemplary and other means of establishing a communications 
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link between the computers may be used. Many of the fea 
tures described herein may be implemented using computer 
executable instructions stored on one or more computer-read 

able media, such as the media described above, for execution 
on the one or more units that make up processing unit 120. 

FIG. 2 shows an example network gaming environment 
200 that interconnects multiple gaming systems 201a-c via a 
network 202. The various gaming systems 201 may be com 
puting devices as shown in FIG. 1, and may be dedicated 
gaming consoles 201a,c, personal computers 201b, or a com 
bination thereof. The network 202 represents any of a wide 
variety of data communications networks. It may include 
public portions (e.g., the Internet) as well as private portions 
(e.g., a residential Local Area Network (LAN)), as well as 
combinations of public and private portions. Network 202 
may be implemented using any one or more of a wide variety 
of conventional communications media including both wired 
and wireless media. Any of a wide variety of communications 
protocols can be used to communicate data via network 202, 
including both public and proprietary protocols. Examples of 
such protocols include TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, NetBEUI, etc. 

In addition to gaming systems 201a-c, one or more online 
services 203 may be accessible via the network 202 to provide 
various services for the participants, such as hosting online 
games, serving downloadable music or video ?les, hosting 
gaming competitions, serving streaming audio/video ?les, 
and the like. The network gaming environment 200 may 
introduce another memory source available to individual 
gaming systems 201a-cionline storage. In addition to the 
storage media shown, for example, in FIG. 1, the gaming 
systems 201a-c can also access data ?les available at remote 
storage locations via the network 202, as exempli?ed by 
remote storage 204 at online service 203. 

Features described herein may be used for a variety of 
strategy game types. One such game type, known as a real 
time strategy (RTS) game, involves players giving instruc 
tions to various onscreen characters (e.g., citiZens in the play 
er’s civilization) to do certain tasks (e.g., move from one 
place to another, collect wood from a forest, mine a mineral, 
harvest food from a farm, etc.), which those characters then 
perform in real time. The various tasks are accomplished at a 
predetermined rate. For example, a character instructed to 
collect wood from a nearby forest may move at a predeter 
mined rate (e.g., a walking pace of 2 miles per hour, in game 
map units) to walk to the forest, and then may collect the 
wood at a predetermined rate (e.g., harvesting one unit of 
wood every 3 seconds of game time). The various rates may 
be predetermined as default game settings, and may also vary 
depending on various in-game characteristics. For example, 
players may be given the choice to play as certain civiliZations 
or nations, and different nations may have different rates of 
accomplishing different tasks (e. g., the villagers of one nation 
may collect wood at a faster rate, while another nation’s 
villagers may move at a faster rate). The rates may also 
change based on in-game events or accomplishments by the 
player. For example, the player may acquire an advance in 
farming technology in the game (e.g., by building a certain 
building type, or devoting villager time to researching tech 
nology), after which the player’s villagers may collect food at 
a faster rate than before (e.g., collecting a unit of food every 2 
seconds, as opposed to every 3 seconds). 
The strategic aspect of RTS games comes when one player 

competes against another human or computer-controller 
player. For example, two players may each start at different 
parts of a map (and may be unable to view the entire map, and 
unaware of the speci?c location of the other player), and may 
each begin the game with a given set of resources (e.g., 
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6 
number of characters to control, number of buildings, etc.), 
and a given victory condition (e.g., destroying all of the other 
player’s units). Once the game begins, each player then con 
trols his or her characters to try and meet the victory condi 
tion, and will likely attempt to do so with different strategies. 
For example, one player might try to build a large army of 
relatively weak units as quickly as possible (e.g., by having 
her initial characters devote their effort to maximiZing popu 
lation growth by building houses and collecting food), while 
the other player might devote efforts to acquiring new tech 
nologies to allow for stronger and more effective units later in 
the game (by, for example, instructing some of his characters 
to devote time to researching those technologies, instead of 
building houses or collecting food). 

FIG. 3a illustrates an example map 301 in which such a 
strategy game may be played. The map may include a number 
of structures, such as houses 302 and farms 303, and may also 
include a number of animated characters, such as persons 304 
and animals 305. The various structures and characters may 
each serve individual purposes for the player. Farms 303 may 
supply food, food may be needed to “create” people 304 in the 
game, and people 304 may be needed to gather wood and 
other resources to construct houses 302, armories, mills, etc., 
or to build weapons and equipment. The map may appear at 
different scales, and FIG. 3b illustrates a Zoomed-out view of 
the view from FIG. 3a, with additional features located else 
where on the map, such as forest 306. 
Any type of resource may be available in the map. For 

example, wood, mineral resources (e.g., gold, silver, metal 
ore, oil, stone, etc.) and wildlife (e.g., deer, sheep, ?sh, etc.) 
may be available. Natural features, such as mountains, lakes, 
rivers, oceans, deserts, grassland, forest, plains, cliffs, etc., 
may also exist. Resources need not always be natural, either. 
For example, some resources may exist in the form of com 
puter-controlled characters that can be persuaded to join a 
player’s team if certain conditions are met (e. g., establishing 
a trading post near a neutral Native American tribe’ s city may 
cause the tribe to ally with the builder, or current owner, of the 
trading post). Additional details on example resources are 
addressed further below. 
The map may be de?ned as a grid of space. FIG. 4a shows 

the view from FIG. 3a with a superimposed grid 401 in 
isometric view, while FIG. 4b shows the grid 401 from an 
overhead view. In grid 401, the available map area may be 
divided into a plurality of tiles 402, where each tile 402 serves 
as an elementary unit for creating the map. The various tiles 
402 may be processed individually to generate unique appear 
ances for each (e.g., the type of terrain, elevation, amount of 
resources or objects, etc.). Although the tiles are shown as 
square in FIG. 4, other shapes of tile may be used as well (e. g., 
hexagons, triangles, etc.). 
Much of the strategy behind a strategy game may involve 

knowledge of a map and using its features to the player’s 
advantage. Seasoned players who play on the same map over 
and over again may get to know a game’s map(s) so well that 
it no longer becomes a challenge, so it may be desirable to 
randomly generate new maps to keep the game fresh. The 
random maps may be generated using computer programs, 
which may be in script form, that use randomiZing functions 
to assemble new maps. The scripts may be written in advance 
by a game developer before the game’s release, and may also 
be written by fans after the release. Multiple scripts may be 
written to generate different types of random maps. For 
example, there may be one script to generate maps that have 
a lot of water features, and another script may be written to 
generate maps that occur primarily in desert terrains. Differ 
ent scripts may also de?ne parameters that guide the distri 
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bution of objects and features around the map, such as play 
ers, rivers, trees, lakes, Wildlife, player resources, etc. 
Example uses of such parameters are described below, in 
connection With the FIG. 8 example method for generating a 
random map. 

The developer may create a Wide selection of scripts, using 
different variable values described beloW, to alloW the player 
to select the general type of random map to be created. For 
example, one script may be created for a random map in a 
mountainous region, and the relevant parameters for the gen 
eration beloW may be predetermined to result in such a map 
(e.g., higher Weights may be given to mountain terrain tex 
tures, default elevations may be increased, etc.). The use of 
these parameters and the generation of the map Will be dis 
cussed beloW. 

In step 501, the process may begin by de?ning the general 
parameters for the random map to be generated. This may be 
accomplished, for example, by prompting the user at the 
beginning of a game to provide parameters for the upcoming 
random map and game. For example, the user hosting or 
creating the game may choose the number of players that Will 
play, and designate Whether each player is a human-con 
trolled opponent or a computer-controlled opponent. If com 
puter-controlled, the user may also establish a dif?culty level 
that may serve as a handicapping device to govern the com 
puter-controlled opponent’s e?iciency and effectiveness in 
playing the game. The user may also be prompted to identify 
other characteristics of the game, such as the general map 
type (e.g., a predominantly ice and snoW map, a desert map, a 
predominantly Water map With islands, etc.), victory condi 
tions (e.g., Win by annihilating all opponents, Win by control 
ling a majority of predetermined neutral locations on the map, 
etc.), resource allocation (e.g., type and/or amount of 
resources to be available on the map), type of units usable in 
the game (e.g., games set in different time periods, such as 
pre-colonial times in North America, colonial time, post 
revolutionary America, etc., may have different types of units 
available depending on the time period), etc. These param 
eters may be dynamically entered by the user individually, or 
they may be generated in advance and offered to the user as a 
selectable set of parameters. For example, game developers or 
other users may create prede?ned scripts of game setups, such 
as a “Random Map of Texas in the Colonial Age” script that 
automatically sets the land masses to mostly desert With colo 
nial-style technologies available. Furthermore, the various 
parameters for the game and map may be automatically 
scaled based on the number of players. So, for example, the 
script for a particular random map scenario may specify, for 
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8 
example, that there are at least three mineral mine resources 
on the map for every player in the game. 

When the user selects the general map type, the system 
may then begin to generate the map by considering the gen 
eral terrain type for that map type, and the type of land and 
Water distribution to be used. For example, some maps may 
involve a large body of land surrounded by Water just at the 
edges, While other maps may include a predetermined amount 
of Water features (e. g., lakes, rivers, oceans) interspersed With 
the land. Yet other maps may be island-based maps, Where the 
majority of the map is Water, With individual islands of land to 
be sprinkled in the Water. This may be accomplished, for 
example, using a numerical ratio of land to Water as a param 
eter in a script that the user may select. For example, a user 
may choose to play an “island” map, and in response to that 
user selection, the game may choose a script in Which the 
numerical ratio identi?es a large amount of Water in relation 
to land. Or, the game may set data values for land and Water to 
have a higher ratio of Water to land. When the land and Water 
composition is knoWn, the game program may then generate 
an initial grid, such as grid 401, having the required land/ 
Water makeup. Alternatively, different scripts may expressly 
de?ne the distribution of land and Water across the grid. 

With the initial grid ready, the game may then proceed to 
step 502 and add random noise elevations to the map. The real 
World is rarely perfectly ?at, so the addition of random 
changes in elevation (increasing and/or decreasing) through 
out the grid 401 may help present a more realistic vieW. The 
elevation can be randomly distributed, for example, using a 
tWo-dimensional Perlin noise function and its attendant input 
values, such as the frequency, persistence, and number of 
octaves to apply. The results of the noise function may then be 
applied across the various tiles of the map, resulting in a 
randomiZed elevation value for each tile, Which may be used 
to adjust a height value for that tile. For example, the random 
iZed elevation value may be arithmetically applied (e.g., mul 
tiplied, divided, added, subtracted, etc.) to a predetermined 
elevation adjustment value (e.g., +10 feet, —20 feet, etc.) to 
adjust the elevation of tiles across the map. If desired, con 
straints are placed on the function to ensure that there are no 
major discontinuities in the elevation distribution. These con 
straints may further smooth any discontinuities that remain 
from the Perlin function. As an example, smoothing opera 
tions may be performed at the edge vertices of tiles, Where 
color values, heights, etc. may be averaged to smooth out the 
appearance. The folloWing is an example of function header 
?le and code that may be used: 

// 
// noise.h 
// Copyright (c) 2003, Ensemble Studios 
// 
#pragma once 
#ifndefiNOISEiHi 
#de?ne iNOISEiHi 
// 
static const DWORD cNoiseTableSiZe = 256; 

static const DWORD cNoiseTableMask = cNoiseTableSiZe-l; 

// class BNoise 
// 
class BNoise 

{ 
public: 

BNoise(long seed); 
?oat 
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?oat turbulence(?oat X, ?oat y, ?oat Z, ?oat rninFrequency, long octaves, ?oat 
persistence); 

?oat 1ractalSuIn(?oat X, ?oat y, ?oat Z, ?oat rninFrequency, long octaves, 
?oat persistence); 

protected: 
iforceinline BYTE getPerrnutation(long X) const 

{return(rnPerrnutationTable[X&cNoiseTableMask]);} 
iforceinline BYTE getIndeX(long X, long y, long Z) const {return(getPerrnutation(X + getPerrnutation(y) + 

getPerrnutation(Z)));} 

// noise.cpp 
// Copyright (c) 2003, Ensemble Studios 
// 
#include “ecore.h” 
#include “noise.h” 
// 
// global instance for convenience 
// 
BNoise gNoise(23465); 
// 
// Canonical gradient table 
// 
const BVector gGradientTable[16] = 

// These are the real 12 We need. 

BVector(1.01,1.01,0.01), 
BVector(-1.01,1.01,0.01), 
BVector(1.01,-1.01,0.01), 
BVector(-1.01,—1.01,0.01), 
BVector(1.01,0.01,1.01), 
BVector(-1.01,0.01,1.01), 
BVector(1.01,0.01,-1.01), 
BVector(—1.01,0.01,-1.01), 
BVector(0.01,1.01,1.01), 
BVector(0.01,-1.01,1.01), 
BVector(0.01,1.01,-1.01), 
BVector(0.01,—1.01,-1.01), 
// These are duplicates for padding out to an even power of tWo 

table siZe to alloW & 16 instead 01%12 

BVector(1.01,1.01,0.01), 
BVector(-1.01,1.01,0.01), 
BVector(0.01,-1.01,1.01), 
BVector(0.01,—1.01,-1.01) 

l‘; 
// 
//BNoise::BNoise 
// 
BNoise::BNoise(long seed) 
{ 

BRandorn3 rnd; 
rnd.setSeed(seed); 
// Build randorn perrnutation table. 
// First, ?ll it in order. 
1or(long i=0; i<cNoiseTableSiZe; i++) 

rnPerrnutationTable[i] = (BYTE)i; 
// NoW shu1?e. 

1or(long i=0; i<cNoiseTableSiZe; i++) 
{ 

// Pick a random spot betWeen here and the end of the array. 
long sWapIndeX = i +(rnd.getRandorn( ) % (cNoiseTableSiZe-i)); 
// SWap. 
bsWap (rnPerrnutationTable[i] , rnPerrnutationTable[sWapIndeX]); 

} 
} 
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retum(result); 
} 
// 
// BNoise::gradientLattice 
// 
?oat BNoise::gradientLattice(long ix, long iy, long iZ, ?oat fx, ?oat fy, ?oat fZ) const 
{ 

// Get gradient vector. 
const BVector &gradient = gGradientTable[getIndex(ix, iy, iZ)&OxF]; 
// Dot With fractional portion to get result. 
retum(gradient.x*fx + gradient.y*fy + gradient.Z*fZ); 

} 
// 
// BNoise::fractalSum 
// 
?oat BNoise: :fractalSum(?oat x, ?oat y, ?oat Z, ?oat minFrequency, long octaves, ?oat 
persistence) 

// Add octaves. 

?oat freq = minFrequency; 
?oat amp = 1.0f; 

for(long i = O; i<octaves; i++) 

noise += amp * gradientNoise(freq*x, freq*y, freq*Z); 
freq *= 2.0f; 
amp *= persistence; 

retum(noise); 
} 
// 
// BNoise: :turbulence 
// 
?oat BNoise: :turbulence(?oat x, ?oat y, ?oat Z, ?oat minFrequency, long octaves, ?oat 
persistence) 
{ 

// Add octaves. 

?oat freq = minFrequency; 

12 














